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The circumstances in which this book came to be written are as follows. Some five weeks after the survivors from the
Titanic landed in New York, I was the guest at luncheon of Hon. Samuel J. Elder and Hon. Charles T. Gallagher, both
well-known lawyers in Boston. After luncheon I was asked to relate to those present the experiences of the survivors in
leaving the Titanic and reaching the Carpathia. When I had done so, Mr. Robert Lincoln O'Brien, the editor of the Boston
Herald, urged me as a matter of public interest to write a correct history of the Titanic disaster, his reason being that he
knew several publications were in preparation by people who had not been present at the disaster, but from newspaper
accounts were piecing together a description of it. He said that these publications would probably be erroneous, full of
highly coloured details, and generally calculated to disturb public thought on the matter. He was supported in his request
by all present, and under this general pressure I accompanied him to Messrs. Houghton Mifflin Company, where we
discussed the question of publication. Messrs. Houghton Mifflin Company took at that time exactly the same view that I
did, that it was probably not advisable to put on record the Loss of the SS. Titanic, by Lawrence Beesle 4 incidents
connected with the Titanic's sinking: it seemed better to forget details as rapidly as possible. However, we decided to
take a few days to think about it. At our next meeting we found ourselves in agreement again, --but this time on the
common ground that it would probably be a wise thing to write a history of the Titanic disaster as correctly as possible. I
was supported in this decision by the fact that a short account, which I wrote at intervals on board the Carpathia, in the
hope that it would calm public opinion by stating the truth of what happened as nearly as I could recollect it, appeared in
all the American, English, and Colonial papers and had exactly the effect it was i
A stewardess' unique eyewitness account of life below decks and the sinking of the Titanic.
Pets face danger on the Titanic in the first thrilling installment of the Survival Tails, perfect for readers of the I Survived
and Ranger in Time series! When loyal dog Mutt discovers that his owner and best friend Alice is set to board the RMS
Titanic without him, he is determined to follow her across the ocean. With the help of King Leon the rat, Mutt sneaks
aboard, but it isn't long before the Captain's cat, Clara, discovers the stowaway. Reluctantly, Clara agrees to help Mutt
find Alice, on the condition that he help her look after a trio of abandoned kittens she found in a lifeboat. But when the
unthinkable happens and the so-called unsinkable ship hits an iceberg, Mutt and his new friends have to race against the
clock to reunite with their humans--and to survive. Survival Tails: The Titanic is the first in a series of heart-stopping,
action-packed, animal-starring adventure stories that will captivate and educate young readers.
"Describes the fight for survival while exploring Antarctica"--Provided by publisher.
Lightoller remarkably swam away from the sinking Titanic and avoided being sucked under. This is just one of the
incredible escapes described in this book.
The explosion of a jetliner over India triggers an Apocalyptic battle that sweeps across the subcontinent. Reprint.
"You choose what to do in three life-or-death experiences. You choose what you'll do next. The choices you make will
either lead you to safety ... or to your doom!"--Page 4 of cover.
'The best first-hand account of a passenger's experiences - a first-rate piece of descriptive writing' THE GUARDIAN
On April 15, 1912, Lydia Beaumont is on her way to a new life with a boundless hope in love and faith. Her new
friendship with Caroline Chadwick is bonded even more as they plan Lydia’s wedding on board the “grandest ship ever
built.” Then both women suffer tragic losses when the “unsinkable” Titanic goes down. Can each survive the scars the
disaster left on their lives? Decades later, Alan Morris feels like a failure until he discovers he is the descendant of an
acclaimed, successful, heroic novelist who went down with the Titanic. Will he find his identity with the past, or will he
listen to Joanna Bettencourt, Caroline’s granddaughter, who says inner peace and success come only with a personal
relationship with the Lord? Will those who survived and their descendants be able to find a love more powerful than their
pain? "In this sweeping epic of love, heartbreak, and secrets that will leave you wanting more, Lehman engages all your
emotions in Hearts that Survive. The story covers three generations and touches on two major historical events that bring
their significance to life. Yvonne Lehman has dug deep to bring us a story worthy of the Titanic's 100th anniversary." Ane Mulligan, Sr. Editor of Novel Rocket "In spite of one of the greatest tragedies the world has ever known being the
setting for Hearts that Survive, this is one novel you will not want to miss reading. Yvonne Lehman has made alive a
story filled with adventure and romance, sin and redemption. Hearts that Survive drew me in immediately with believable
dialogue and heart-breaking intrigue. In the end, Lehman shows how God moves through our mistakes and our silly
beliefs that "even God cannot sink this ship.Bravo!" - Eva Marie Everson, Author, Chasing Sunsets
Recounts the true tale of 12-year-old Elizabeth Becker, who was returning from India to America with her mother and
siblings on the Titanic when the great ship collided with an iceberg. Simultaneous.
Thirteen-year-old Noelle feels like the luckiest girl in the world to be cruising the Atlantic aboard the famed Titanic. The
trip is made even better by her new friend, Pauline, a girl who is traveling with her father to live in America. The girls
spend the first days of the journey exploring, but on the fifth night, Noelle awakes to a sinking ship. Women and children
will be rescued first, and Noelle realizes motherless Pauline will be left all alone. Despite her parents' wishes, Noelle
breaks away from her family to find and help her friend. Nonfiction information, a gloassary, and reader response
questions make up the back matter of this Girls Survive story.
Albert and Sylvia Caldwell were one of those rare Titanic families who lived through the tragedy at sea. Their lucky
rescue aboard the Lifeboat 13 is told for the first time here. But the trip was only one part of a bigger nightmare. The
Caldwells has been Presbyterian missionaries in Bangkok, Siam, but fled in what they described as a desperate journey
around the world to save Sylvia’s health. Fellow missionaries, however, believed that the couple had plotted to renege
on their contract at financial loss to the church. Not even sinking Titanic ended the hunt for the Caldwells. A Rare Titanic
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Family follows all the true-life plot twists of a family who successfully fled aboard the Titanic but never could get out from
under the shadow the ship cast over them.
Books have been written, films made, we have raised the Titanic and watched her go down again on numerous
occasions, but out of the wreckage Frances Wilson spins a new epic: when the ship hit the iceberg on 14 April 1912 and
a thousand men prepared to die, J Bruce Ismay, the ship's owner and inheritor of the White Star fortune, jumped into a
lifeboat with the women and children and rowed away to safety. Accused of cowardice, Ismay became, according to one
headline, 'The Most Talked-of Man in the World'. The first victim of a press hate campaign, his reputation never
recovered and while other survivors were piecing together their accounts, Ismay never spoke of his beloved ship again.
With the help of that great narrator of the sea, Joseph Conrad, whose Lord Jim so uncannily predicted Ismay's fate - and
whose manuscript of the story of a man who impulsively betrays a code of honour and lives on under the strain of
intolerable guilt went down with the Titanic - Frances Wilson explores the reasons behind Ismay's jump, his desperate
need to make sense of the horror of it all, and to find a way of living with lost honour. For those who survived the Titanic
the world was never the same again. But as Wilson superbly demonstrates, we all have our own Titanics, and we all
need to find ways of surviving them.
Panic, despair, shocking inefficiency, and a dash of heroism. Two lengthy narratives by passengers who had a thorough
knowledge of the sea and by members of the ship's crew. 26 illustrations.
An absorbing, minute-by-minute account of the demise of the "unsinkable" Titanic, the massive luxury liner that housed a
French "sidewalk cafe" and a grand staircase, among other extravagances, but failed to provide enough lifeboats for the
2,207 passengers on board. Reissue.
Can one man save the Titanic? March 1912. A mysterious man appears aboard the Titanic on its doomed voyage. His
mission? To save the ship. The result? A world where the United States never entered World War I, thus launching the
secret history of the 20th Century. April 2012. Joseph Kennedy - grand-nephew of John F. Kennedy - lives in an America
occupied in the East by Greater Germany and on the West Coast by Imperial Japan. He is one of six people who can
restore history to its rightful order -- even though it would mean his own death. "A magnificent alternate history, set
against the backdrop of one of the the greatest maritime disasters." Library Journal “Imaginative, monolithic, actionpacked… The reader will not be disappointed.” — Bookseller and Publisher "Time travel, airships, the Titanic, Roswell ...
Kowalski builds a decidedly original creature that blends military science fiction, conspiracy theory, alternate history, and
even a dash of romance." Publishers Weekly "Kowalski effortlessly smashes together high art and grand adventure in
this alt-history juggernaut." John Birmingham, acclaimed author of Weapons of Choice "Exciting action, twisty and
ingenious characterisation, and complicated time-travel plotting, deftly handled." S.M. Stirling, NYT bestselling author of
The Tears of the Sun "A non-stop chase that takes place across two thousand miles ... and one hundred years of
perdurant time." Walter Jon Williams, NYT bestselling author of Deep State
You are surrounded by the vast, unforgiving landscape of the coldest place on Earth: Antarctica. Even during the summer months,
bone chilling cold, raging blizzards, and treacherous ice threatens human survival. Will you join the race to be the first to reach the
South Pole? Attempt to ski across the continent as part of an all-female expedition? Study Antarctic plant and animal life as a
scientist at a research station? YOU CHOOSE what you'll do next. The choices you make will either lead you to safety or to doom.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Downstairs Girl comes the richly imagined story of Valora and Jamie Luck,
twin British-Chinese acrobats traveling aboard the Titanic on its ill-fated maiden voyage. Valora Luck has two things: a ticket for
the biggest and most luxurious ocean liner in the world, and a dream of leaving England behind and making a life for herself as a
circus performer in New York. Much to her surprise though, she's turned away at the gangway; apparently, Chinese aren't allowed
into America. But Val has to get on that ship. Her twin brother Jamie, who has spent two long years at sea, is there, as is an
influential circus owner, whom Val hopes to audition for. Thankfully, there's not much a trained acrobat like Val can't overcome
when she puts her mind to it. As a stowaway, Val should keep her head down and stay out of sight. But the clock is ticking and she
has just seven days as the ship makes its way across the Atlantic to find Jamie, perform for the circus owner, and convince him to
help get them both into America. Then one night the unthinkable happens, and suddenly Val's dreams of a new life are crushed
under the weight of the only thing that matters: survival.
Originally published under the titles: When Hitler took cocaine and When Linin lost his brain.
Examines the building of the Titanic, life onboard during its maiden voyage, tragic decisions made that fateful night, the discovery
of the wreck and all the controversies surrounding one of the worst naval disasters of all time. Original.
This collection puts the reader in the driver's seat as they explore different choices and outcomes in their quest for survival. Follow
the directions on each page and find out how your decisions change your fate. When YOUÊCHOOSE what to do next, the choices
you make could mean the difference between life and death. Will you survive?
"Describes the fight for survival while being lost at sea"--Provided by publisher.
You are a passenger on the most spectacular ocean liner ever built the Titanic. When the ship hits an iceberg and begins to sink,
its going to take more than luck to survive. Will you, Try to save lives as a member of the ships medical crew? Protect the children
of your wealthy employers? Experience the disaster as a 12 year old boy with inside knowledge of the ship? FACE the life or death
dilemmas of the most famous shipwreck in history. YOU CHOOSE what you'll do next. The choices you make will either lead you
to safety or to doom.
A spirited young maid on board the Titanic captures the attentions of two men including a kindhearted sailor and an enigmatic
Chicago millionaire and barely escapes with her life before witnessing media scorn targeting her famous designer mistress.
Reprint.

Documents the 1952 Coast Guard mission to save the crews of two oil tankers that were torn in half by the force of one
of New England's worst nor'easters.
IN the early morning hours of April 15, 1912, the icy waters of the North Atlantic reverberated with the desperate screams
of more than 1,500 men, women, and children—passengers of the once majestic liner Titanic. Then, as the ship sank to
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the ocean floor and the passengers slowly died from hypothermia, an even more awful silence settled over the sea. The
sights and sounds of that night would haunt each of the vessel’s 705 survivors for the rest of their days. Although we
think we know the story of Titanic—the famously luxurious and supposedly unsinkable ship that struck an iceberg on its
maiden voyage from Britain to America—very little has been written about what happened to the survivors after the
tragedy. How did they cope in the aftermath of this horrific event? How did they come to remember that night, a disaster
that has been likened to the destruction of a small town? Drawing on a wealth of previously unpublished letters, memoirs,
and diaries as well as interviews with survivors’ family members, award-winning journalist and author Andrew Wilson
reveals how some used their experience to propel themselves on to fame, while others were so racked with guilt they
spent the rest of their lives under the Titanic’s shadow. Some reputations were destroyed, and some survivors were so
psychologically damaged that they took their own lives in the years that followed. Andrew Wilson brings to life the colorful
voices of many of those who lived to tell the tale, from famous survivors like Madeleine Astor (who became a bride, a
widow, an heiress, and a mother all within a year), Lady Duff Gordon, and White Star Line chairman J. Bruce Ismay, to
lesser known second- and third-class passengers such as the Navratil brothers—who were traveling under assumed
names because they were being abducted by their father. Today, one hundred years after that fateful voyage, Shadow of
the Titanic adds an important new dimension to our understanding of this enduringly fascinating story.
"Describes the fight for survival during the sinking of the ship Titanic"--Provided by publisher.
Activity book meets adventure in this series that is Choose Your Own Adventure meets I Survived meets doodle book!
Doodle, decide, and demolish your way out of history's greatest events--the perfect book for fun and educational summer
reading! Reader, beware! Once you open this book, there is no turning back. You will have three chances to survive the
Titanic's fateful voyage. Decide which path to take first. Passenger: Exploring the ship is fun! Just don't get caught on the
wrong deck when there's an iceberg ahead! Crew Member: You work for a family in first class. Can you persuade them to
save you along with their beloved dog? Stowaway: You snuck onto this ship. Can you draw your way onto a lifeboat? In
the Escape This Book! series, YOU are the star of history! Doodle your way through adventures as you decide the best
path for survival. Don't be afraid to rip or fold a page. . . . Your escape may depend on it!
"Describes the fight for survival during a major earthquake"--Provided by publisher.
Can You Survive the Titanic?An Interactive Survival AdventureCapstone
During the final hours aboard the Titanic on her ill-fated voyage in 1912, Gavin and Karolina attempt to help others and
by so doing learn something about themselves.
The most terrifying events in history are brought vividly to life in this New York Times bestselling series! Ten-year-old
George Calder can't believe his luck -- he and his little sister, Phoebe, are on the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with
their Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to explore, but when George ventures into the first class storage cabin,
a terrible boom shakes the entire boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life changes forever. Lauren
Tarshis brings history's most exciting and terrifying events to life in this New York Times bestselling series. Readers will
be transported by stories of amazing kids and how they survived!
"Describes the fight for survival in the jungle"--Provided by publisher.
Put readers in the driver's seat with these interactive history books! Everything in these books happened to real people. And YOU
CHOOSE the path you take and what you do next. Readers will explore multiple perspectives and learn for themselves the value
of seeing history from many points of view.
Violet Jessop's life is an inspiring story of survival. Born in 1887 in Argentina, the eldest child of Irish immigrants, at the age of 21
she became the breadwinner for her widowed mother and five siblings when she commenced a career as a stewardess and nurse
on some of the most famous ocean going vessels of the day. Throughout her 40 year time at sea she survived an unbelievable
series of events including the sinking of the TITANIC. “One awful moment of empty, misty blackness enveloped us in its
loneliness, then an unforgettable, agonizing cry went up from 1500 despairing throats, a long wail and then silence and our tiny
craft tossing about at the mercy of the ice field.” For most people one sinking would be enough. But four years later Violet, now a
nurse with the British Red Cross, was on board the World War I hospital ship BRITANNIC when it struck a mine and sank to the
bottom of the Aegean. To her, this disaster was even more horrifying-- “Just as life seeming nothing but a whirling, choking ache, I
rose to the light of day, my nose barely above the little lapping waves. I opened my eyes on an indescribable scene of slaughter,
which made me shut them again to keep it out." By the end of her story we have a met a woman who could handle whatever life
threw at her with determination and good humor. She knew that only by her own strength of character would she survive. But
Titanic Survivor is much more. A unique autobiography for those who want to know how it really felt, a story that could be told only
by a Titanic Survivor.
You're lost amid dangerous, unseen predators after your plane crashes in the Amazon jungle. By parachuting out of the plane, you
landed safely, but you are all alone with little food and water. Do you: take off in search of rescue? Build a camp and try to signal
rescuers? Head towards where you believe the downed plane and your pilot may have landed? YOU CHOOSE what you'll do
next. The choices you make will either lead you to safety or to doom.
Describes the fight for survival onboard the Titanic, in a jungle, exploring Antarctica, and storm chasing, in a series with multiple
story paths and endings in each book.
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